Tech is more than “just a vertical”
Tech demystified

Digitization
Ability to convert objects into digital representations

Computational power
Ever increasing affordable computational power

Ubiquitous connectivity
Ubiquitous broadband connectivity, as provided by modern Telecommunication

Real-time access
Real-time access to knowledge and talent
Transforming the (Re)insurance value chain
Use case approach

**Productivity**

**Solutions & Services**
- Artificial intelligence
  - Repetitive data extraction from identical documents to guide underwriting and claims decisions (if X then Y)
  - Policy as a disintermediated smart contract sale with self-executing capability
- Robotics
  - Industry consortiums to assess retrocessions automatically using smart contracts
- Blockchain
  - Accelerated underwriting based on natural language processing and OCR
- IoT
  - Using sensors for more accurate pricing and to predict & prevent claims

**Underwriting & Claims**
- Using AI in contextual distribution to sense the customer need for specific insurance and initiate a sale
- Accelerated administrative processes through document content analytics
- Making risk engineering processes more efficient (e.g., regular risk assessments of construction via sensors)

**Distribution**
- Real-time ledger updates eliminate the lengthy process of reconciling balance sheets
- Policy as a disintermediated smart contract sale with self-executing capability
- Retrocessions exchanged via blockchain (P2P)
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